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What is a Synergy Grill?
Pioneering, award-winning technology. Synergy Grill
is revolutionising the catering industry. Through high
power but low energy consumption, Synergy Grills
enable you to prepare food faster at less than half the
energy costs.
Fat atomising technology means there’s no fat tray to
clean, and best of all, it creates seriously succulent food.

How does it work?
The Synergy Grill revolves around a patented gas
burner system which delivers focused and exceptionally
high heat using a natural ceramic heat bed. High heat
atomises fat so there’s no fat tray for chefs to clean and
no risk of irresponsible disposal of fatty waste.
The water vapour that’s naturally released from the
fat and oils during cooking is also absorbed back into
the food. This combined, with sharp branding gives an
incredibly juicy and intense BBQ flavour. The efficient
burner system combined with heat capturing ceramic
technology means Synergy uses 59% less gas, and
often more with its switch-off advantage. This results
in less CO residue than a conventional burner creating
a cleaner environment for chefs to work over. In fact
– The SG900 Synergy Grill saves over 11 tons of CO2 a
year compared with a standard chargrill – That’s the
equivalent of what 2 cars produce a year!
This patented system also significantly reduces cross
flavouring of food so your vegetables won’t taste of
meat. Synergy Grills also route cool air around the grill to
produce cool-touch surfaces, protecting the operator.
Synergy Grill is the only gas chargrill company to be
endorsed by the Carbon Trust.

ACCREDITED

SUPPLIER

1.

Produces a higher quality of food leading to greater customer satisfaction

2. Delivers higher heat with low gas consumption
3. It will pay for itself. Most customers save between £1,000 and £3,000 on gas costs alone
4. Reduce your cleaning time to under 10 minutes – No fat means no fat tray to clean
5. Reduces your companies Carbon Footprint. Saves the equivalent of 2 cars of CO2²a year
compared to a standard chargrill
6. Less strain on ventilation systems
7. Simple to use
8. One of the safest units to use

3.

Delivers higher heat with lower gas consumption

The Synergy Grill has patented award-winning
technology designed around its gas burner system.
This works at incredibly hot temperatures yet uses an
average of 59% less gas than a standard grill giving you
payback within a year against other equipment.
Patented technology means you will save money on the
amount of gas you use. On average most customers
save over £1,000 per year in fuel and some have told us
they have saved over £3,000 in overall costs.
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Energy savings
Assumption: Capital Investment and Gas Consumption cost over 5 years based on Natural Gas purchased at average
commercial rate of 3.5p per kW/h. The calculation is based on running for 10 hours per day and 360 days per year. Based
upon a value average between the 2018 manufacturers website kW ratings of a Falcon G3925 & Blue Seal G956 and the
Synergy Grill 900.

A total cost saving in gas of £9,094 over a 5 year
period. If gas prices rise, then the savings become
even greater
4.

Cleaning is reduced significantly as all fat is
atomised. No fat residue means no disposal of fat
The Synergy Grill uses a natural ceramic heat bed. Due to the
hot temperatures, the fat is atomised allowing natural oils to be
returned to the food without causing the “black smoke” flavour
that is often associated with grills.
Because all the fat is atomised, there is no need for a fat tray
making cleaning easier and quicker (you can use a vacuum
cleaner!) but also means there’s no risk from Synergy causing
drain blockages whilst being environmentally responsible at
the same time.
The Synergy Grill is far kinder to the food, meaning that you
lose less moisture during the cooking process causing the food
to be more succulent, improving the end product for your
customer.

British Technology
The Synergy Grill was designed, sourced and invented in Britain and is constructed
by handpicked British manufacturers. We are proud to manufacture innovative British
products for dynamic chefs throughout the world.

More control than charcoal
The Synergy Grill stays at the perfect barbecuing
‘white coal’ temperature all day long without the
need for any charcoal.
This eliminates the temperature fluctuations
experienced with cooking on traditional charcoal
giving you more control and consistency in
delivering food. The natural ceramic base creates
an authentic chargrilled taste that’s even juicier
than barbecuing on the real thing, and no need to
store bags and bags of charcoal.
The vapour is also a lot cleaner which is better for
your health and it also means you won’t need to
leave your ventilation systems on all day and all
night.

Because the Synergy creates less “potent” smoke, it will caramelise and smoke the food without destroying it with a burnt
flavour. Your staff work in a cleaner less polluted environment whilst the extraction system works better and requires less
cleaning. The grills reduce the amount of grease that passes through the ventilation system, so they require less cleaning.
In fact, many customers have told us, they halved the number of duct cleans after installing a Synergy Grill.

5.

The advanced technology of the variable
controls gives chefs the option to turn the
power up or down during cooking

The Trilogy Range

TRILOGY
6.

The Trilogy Range

TRILOGY

The Trilogy range offers the user the latest most up to date technology from Synergy Grill. These grills have the ability to
vary the temperature.
For businesses that are continuously adapting their menus, the Trilogy offers you the ability to change your grill to gain
the searing heats needed for fish, whilst reducing the heat to low is perfect for delicate vegetables.
With the ability to adjust the temperature, it opens up the grill to be a truly multi-versatile cooking appliance.
The Trilogy can be converted into a griddle, rotisserie or wok cooker making it multi-functional for cooking a range of
foods.
Variable temperature allows you to have...
1.

Low setting is perfect for use with the griddle plate or cooking foods that have a high fat content

2.

Medium setting gives the operator a standard setting and gives the amazing cooking results you gain from the
standard grill

3.

High setting gives you additional searing if required

The Trilogy Range also comes with THREE amazing accessories as standard
1.

The quick clean Garnish Rail

2.

The NEW Easy Clean Slow Cook Shelf

3.

The stainless steel Bar Lifter and Scraper Tools

It also has THREE options of cooking surfaces
1.

Standard pyramid grill bars which reverse to provide a flat surface - Perfect for cooking burgers

2.

The NEW reversible diamond grill bars, these allow more heat to penetrate through, whilst giving the user the option
to reverse the bars, allows any build up of dirt to burn off, whilst leaving a clean surface to work with

3.

The NEW griddle plate. The griddle plates have been redesigned giving the end
customer a surround stopping food falling into the grill and available in
THREE different widths and two depths

The Trilogy is available as standard in THREE different finishes,
(However it can be produced in any colour you require)

Polished Steel

Synergy Blue

Matt Black

7.

The SG630 range is perfect for the
smaller restaurant looking to serve
the highest quality food chargrilled
to perfection

The 630 Range

8.

The 630 Range

75 covers
Synergy SG630
•

Stainless steel construction

•

LPG or Natural Gas - fully convertible on site

•

One burner with one simple on/off switch

•

Fat is atomised and therefore no need for fat tray

•

Easy clean

•

Average of 69% gas savings against a standard
600 wide Chargrill

SG630

SG630SH (with Slow Cook Shelf)

SG630SH (with Cook Shelves)

TRILOGY

Synergy ST630
The Trilogy offers our top of the range grills.
The variable control uses advanced technology to
both control the gas intake as well as the fan speed
giving you the ability to turn the “power” up and
down, if needed.
The ST630 comes with a garnish rail and slow cook
shelf as standard.

ST630
*The products shown above are for illustration only. The Resting Shelf and Mobile Table can be purchased as additional
accessories.

9.

The SG900 range has two independently
controlled burners, perfect for the
medium sized restaurant serving up
to 150 covers

The 900 Range

10.

150 covers

The 900 Range

Synergy SG900
•

Stainless steel construction

•

LPG or Natural Gas - fully convertible on site

•

Two burners with two simple on/off switches

•

Fat is atomised and therefore no need for fat tray

•

Easy clean

•

Average of 59% gas saving against a standard
900 wide Chargrill

Synergy SG900D
SG900

•

Deeper unit

•

59mm deeper than the standard SG900

•

Provides 54mm extra depth of cooking space

•

Ideal for public houses, or busy places with
restricted access

SG900SH (with Slow Cook Shelf)

SG900SH (with Cook Shelves)

TRILOGY

Synergy ST900
The Trilogy offers our top of the range grills.
The variable control uses advanced technology to
both control the gas intake as well as the fan speed
giving you the ability to turn the “power” up and
down, if needed.
The ST900 comes with a garnish rail and slow cook
shelf as standard.

ST900 or ST900D
*The products shown above are for illustration only. The Resting Shelf and Mobile Table can be purchased as additional
accessories.

11.

The SG1300 range is designed for larger
restaurants serving up to 225 covers. Three
independently controlled burners give the chef
full control, allowing them to turn one or two
burners off during quieter periods

The 1300 Range

12.

The 1300 Range

225 covers
Synergy SG1300
•

Stainless steel construction

•

LPG or Natural Gas - fully convertible on site

•

Three burners with three simple on/off switches

•

Fat is atomised and therefore no need for fat tray

•

Easy clean

•

Average of 55% gas saving against a standard
1200 wide Chargrill

SG1300

SG1300SH (with Slow Cook Shelf)

SG1300SH (with Cook Shelves)

TRILOGY

Synergy ST1300
The Trilogy offers our top of the range grills.
The variable control uses advanced technology to
both control the gas intake as well as the fan speed
giving you the ability to turn the “power” up and
down, if needed.
The ST1300 comes with a garnish rail and slow cook
shelf as standard.

ST1300
*The products shown above are for illustration only. The Resting Shelf and Mobile Table can be purchased as additional
accessories.

13.

Synergy ST1700

14.

Synergy ST1700
275 covers plus
Synergy ST1700

TRILOGY

The ST1700 is our largest grill and only available
in The Trilogy Range.
•

Stainless steel construction

•

Available in three finishes

•

LPG or Natural Gas - fully convertible on site

•

Four variable heat settings

•

Four burners with four on/off switches

•

Fat is atomised so no need for fat tray

•

Easy clean

•

Uses 59% less gas than a standard Chargrill

With variable controls using advanced
technology, this controls both the gas intake and
the fan speed giving you the option to turn the
power up and down, if needed.

*ST1700 (Polished Steel)

The ST1700 comes with a garnish rail and slow
cook shelf as standard.

*ST1700BLK (Black)

*The products shown are for illustration only. The
Resting Shelf can be purchased as an additional
accessory.

*ST1700B (Blue)

15.

Synergy Outdoor Cook Station
Synergy Outdoor Cook
Station
Extend your kitchen outside all year round with
the Outdoor Cook Station, available for the
900 and 1300 wide grills and comes in a wood finish
of your choice or the stainless steel option.
Ergonomically designed for ease of use it
provides the perfect height for cooking
on the Synergy Grill, the adjacent work surface offers
ample space for food preparation, cooking utensils, dry
goods, and condiments.
The bottle space is large enough to hold two 13kg
propane gas bottles, and the gas is controlled by a
clever distribution system. This allows you to switch bottles easily without having to change the pipes over. A handy
feature to ensure you won’t run out of gas at your busiest times.
The heavy duty castors are lockable and designed to cope with uneven surfaces, whilst, generous shelf space, underneath
the grill, gives you additional storage or can be built with an under-broiler refrigeration unit.

Synergy Drop In
Synergy Drop In
Synergy can offer both the standard and Trilogy
Range as a Drop In option.
The Synergy Drop In Range are ideal when you want
your grill fitted into a work surface so they blend with
the line of the kitchen.
The Synergy Drop In is available as a one or two
burner option.
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Product specification
Variable
Control

Garnish
Rail

Slow
Cook
Shelf

Resting
Shelf *

Griddle
Plate *

Wok*

Rotisserie*

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

800 x 554
(4432cm2)

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

905 x 705 x 380mm

800 x 554
(4432cm2)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Synergy ST900 Deep Grill,
Garnish Rail and Slow Cook
Shelf - Black

905 x 705 x 380mm

800 x 554
(4432cm2)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

SG1300

Synergy SG1300 Grill

1304 x 705 x 380mm

1200 x 554
(6648cm2)

SG1300SH

Synergy SG1300 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

1304 x 705 x 380mm

1200 x 554
(6648cm2)

ST1300

Synergy ST1300 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

1304 x 705 x 380mm

1200 x 554
(6648cm2)

ST1300B

Synergy ST1300 Grill, Garnish Rail
and Slow Cook Shelf - Blue

1304 x 705 x 380mm

1200 x 554
(6648cm2)

ST1300BLK

Synergy ST1300 Grill, Garnish Rail
and Slow Cook Shelf - Black

1304 x 705 x 380mm

1200 x 554
(6648cm2)

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

ST1700

Synergy ST1700 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

1704 x 705 x 380mm

1600 x 554
(8864cm2)

ST1700B

Synergy ST1700 Grill, Garnish Rail
and Slow Cook Shelf - Blue

1704 x 705 x 380mm

1600 x 554
(8864cm2)

✓
✓

ST1700BLK

Synergy ST1700 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf - Black

1704 x 705 x 380mm

1600 x 554
(8864cm2)

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

SG630
DROP IN

Synergy SG630 Drop in Grill

660 x 620 x 330mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

SG900
DROP IN

Synergy SG900 Drop In Grill

920 x 620 x 330mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

ST630
DROP IN

Synergy ST630 Drop In Grill

660 x 620 x 330mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

ST900
DROP IN

Synergy ST900 Drop In Grill

920 x 620 x 330mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Product
Code

Description

Size
WxHxD

Cooking
Surface

SG630

Synergy SG630 Grill

644 x 646 x 380mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

SG630SH

Synergy SG630 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

644 x 646 x 380mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

ST630

Synergy ST630 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

644 x 646 x 380mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

ST630B

Synergy ST630 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf - Blue

644 x 646 x 380mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

ST630BLK

Synergy ST630 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf - Black

644 x 646 x 380mm

530 x 500
(2650cm2)

SG900

Synergy 900 Grill

905 x 646 x 380mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

SG900SH

Synergy SG900 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

905 x 646 x 380mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

SG900D

Synergy SG900 Deep Grill

905 x 705 x 380mm

800 x 554
(4432cm2)

SG900DSH

Synergy SG900 Deep Grill,
Garnish Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

905 x 705 x 380mm

800 x 554
(4000cm2)

ST900

Synergy ST900 Grill, Garnish
Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

905 x 646 x 380mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

ST900B

Synergy ST900 Grill, Garnish Rail
and Slow Cook Shelf - Blue

905 x 646 x 380mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

ST900BLK

Synergy ST900 Grill, Garnish Rail
and Slow Cook Shelf - Black

905 x 646 x 380mm

800 x 500
(4000cm2)

ST900D

Synergy ST900 Deep Grill,
Garnish Rail and Slow Cook Shelf

905 x 705 x 380mm

ST900DB

Synergy ST900 Deep Grill,
Garnish Rail and Slow Cook
Shelf - Blue

ST900DBLK

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

*Available to purchase as an additional accessory
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Accessories

GARNISH RAILS
• Stainless steel construction
• Designed to fit each Synergy Grill size
• Various number of gastronorms depending on size of grill
• Hanging rail ideal for tongs and scrapers
• Gastronorms are ideal for storage of oil, salt, pepper,

herbs and sauces
• Deep gastronorms can be ordered to hold sanitising fluids

MODEL NO.

TO FIT SYNERGY GRILL MODEL NO.

DIMENSIONS

NUMBER OF
GASTRONORMS

SG630GR

SG630 and ST630

644 x 130mm

2

SG900GR

SG900, ST900 and ST900D

905 x 130mm

3

SG1300GR

SG1300 and ST1300

1304 x 130mm

5

SG1700GR

ST1700

1704 x 130mm

8

*New HACCP garnish rails now available – Ask your Sales Manager for more information

GRIDDLE PLATES
• Available for the Trilogy Range only
• Transform your Synergy Grill to part grill, part griddle
• Constructed from mild steel with stainless steel surround
• Ideal for cooking foods such as fine fish, scallops, bacon,

eggs and onions

18.

MODEL NO.

TO FIT SYNERGY GRILL MODEL NO.

DIMENSIONS

product
weight

GRIDDLE200

ST630 AND ST900

205 x 497 x 100mm
WxDxH

9KG

GRIDDLE300

ST630 AND ST900

305 x 497 x 100mm
WxDxH

13KG

GRIDDLE400

ST630 AND ST900

405 x 497 x 100mm
WxDxH

17KG

GRIDDLE200L

ST900D, ST1300 AND ST1700

205 x 552 x 100mm
WxDxH

9.9KG

GRIDDLE300L

ST900D, ST1300 AND ST1700

305 x 552 x 100mm
WxDxH

14.3KG

GRIDDLE400L

ST900D, ST1300 AND ST1700

405 x 552 x 100mm
WxDxH

18.8KG

Accessories
mobile tables
• Reinforced stainless steel construction
• Designed specifically for each Synergy Grill size
• Complete with high quality castors - two with brakes
• Incorporates a shelf for additional storage

MODEL NO.

TO FIT SYNERGY GRILL MODEL NO.

DIMENSIONS (height with castors)

SG630MT

SG630 and ST630

689 x 700 x 550mm WxDxH

SG900MT

SG900 and ST900

950 x 700 x 550mm WxDxH

SG900MTD

ST900D

950 x 760 x 550mm WxDxH

SG1300MT

SG1300 and ST1300

1350 x 760 x 550mm WxDxH

SG1700MT

ST1700

1750 x 760 x 550mm WxDxH

INTEGRATED SHELVING - SLOW COOK AND
RESTING SHELVES
• Designed to work together or individually
• Constructed of easy clean stainless steel
• Easy installation

MODEL NO.

description

to fit synergy grill model no.

dimensions

SG630SCSEC

Eclean Slow Cook Shelf

SG630 and ST630

644 x 240mm

SG900SCSEC

Eclean Slow Cook Shelf

SG900, ST900 and ST900D

905 x 240mm

SG1300SCSEC

Eclean Slow Cook Shelf

SG1300 and ST1300

1304 x 240mm

SG1700SCSEC

Eclean Slow Cook Shelf

ST1700

1704 x 240mm

SG630RSEC

Eclean Resting Shelf

SG630 and ST630

644 x 300mm

SG900RSEC

Eclean Resting Shelf

SG900, ST900 and ST900D

905 x 300mm

SG1300RSEC

Eclean Resting Shelf

SG1300 and ST1300

1304 x 300mm

SG1700RSEC

Eclean Resting Shelf

ST1700

1704 x 300mm

WOK AND ROTISSERIE ACCESSORIES
• Available for the Trilogy Range only
• Built for commercial use
• Easy to install and remove
• Changes your grill to a multi-functional system

MODEL NO.

description

to fit synergy grill model no.

dimensions

WOK630

Wok Accessory

ST630

530 x 500mm WxD

WOK900

Wok Accessory

ST900

400 x 250mm WxD

ROT630

Rotisserie

ST630

644mm Length

ROT900

Rotisserie

ST900 and ST900D

965mm Length

ROT1300

Rotisserie

ST1300

1304mm Length
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What our customers say

‘Synergy Grills are the most fuel
efficient & robust grills you can get.
Easy to clean & operate but most
importantly will give you the highest
amount of heat you will need to
cook anything on.’
Tom Aikens
Tom’s Kitchen

‘We looked for something that was
appropriate for what we were doing
and Synergy was the best on the
market. Synergy and the Beachside
Grill work hand in hand. For the style
of service we’re doing and the fast
turnover of customers we have here
it’s like it’s made for us. We could
carry on looking for a grill for 5-10
years and I don’t think we’d find a
product that suits us better’.
Dez Turland
Development Chef
Beachside Grill at Saunton Sands

‘We’ve had our Synergy Grill for
around 4 or 5 months now and it’s
already proved to be a well-needed
addition to the kitchen. It’s incredibly
efficient and the technology is really
innovative.” Reduction in gas usage
has already proved to be significant;
amazingly we’re seeing savings
coming through in the background
numbers of the business already.
It’s hugely reliable and amazingly
consistent’.
Dan Anderson
Chef Director
Anderson’s Bar & Grill

‘In the mornings it’s incredible… It
takes me longer to get the hoover up
and down the stairs than it does to
clean the grill.
Having used this I think it’s the nuts. I
really, really do. There’s no reason for
me to say this.
It’s just really great’.
Chef Chris Barrett
Galvin Hop

‘For me there are three USPs with the
Synergy Grill. As a Chef I’m looking
for flavour. I want an authentic
chargrill BBQ taste that retains its
moisture.
As a Manager I’m looking for a grill
that’s easy to maintain, easy to clean
and gets consistent results for our
customers.
As an owner I want to reduce my
bottom line and a Synergy Grill does
that by halving my gas bill’.
Chef Nate Brewster
Boyds Grill & Wine Bar

‘What I like most is the cleanliness
aspect. That for me is the biggest
aspect of all.
The second aspect is ease of use.
It’s very easy and less fussy. I don’t
have to come in and start it first
thing in the morning before service.
You can start it, and then switch it
off and start it and switch it off and
start again. That means you save on
everything – from heat to energy to
everything else.
The other great thing is how quick it
is because it’s really quick. We have
done today 10 different things on it.
You’re not wasting fuel. For me it
ticks all the boxes.’
Cyrus Todiwala OBE

T: +44 (0) 1480 811 000
E: info@synergygrill.com
W: synergygrill.com
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